Part II

**HAST CHAMBERS by HIRAYAMA**

**NOT ALL HAST CHAMBERS ARE CREATED EQUAL**

Why is it that there are hundreds of manufacturers making Temperature and Humidity and other Test Chambers today, **but** there are only a handful of them making the HAST CHAMBERS, even though this technology is over forty years old? **The answer is that this system is too precise and is protected by several international patents to be made by just anyone. It has to be made by the specialists in this unique field.** Here again the Rule number from two Part I applies.

**“NOT ALL HAST CHAMBERS ARE CREATED EQUAL”**

Consider the high profile list of satisfied customers who have been enjoying the benefits of the HIRAYAMA HAST CHAMBER for over three decades. Contact any Hirayama customer and you will find few to none willing to part with their Hirayamas’, regardless of whether the chamber is 20 days old or 20 years old. It is extremely difficult to find a **used Hirayama** for sale.

Just because a manufacturer makes good Temperature and Humidity Chambers, is not a justification that the same manufacturer can make good precise HAST CHAMBERS. Same goes for aesthetics. A pretty paint job does not necessarily mean better technical and or improved performance. Not by a long shot. One cannot compare apples to oranges.

Furthermore, almost every major Commercial Test Lab in the Bay Area and around the world that does HAST TESTING uses Hirayama HAST Chambers. Commercial Test Labs demand the best because they are dealing with demanding customers, who **prefer to blame the test equipment when a failure occurs rather than their test specimen/s under test. No lab can afford to take that chance by using inferior chambers.** Those who have done so can say good bye to their HAST business.
When you purchase a Hirayama HAST CHAMBER, you get a Quality HAST system made to the highest standards of manufacturing and engineering excellence. This HAST system will perform year after year and will meet specifications year after year with a low to no maintenance required.

www.hastest.com